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fashion. Via C. Poerio, 48. T: 081 7641584 www.
robertabacarelli.it     

Rubinacci  
Here you can sit down, have a cup of coffee 
with Mariano himself, discuss the arrival or 
some new fabric or the manufacture of a new 
suit. Via Chiaia, 149/E. T: 081 415793 www.
marianorubinacci.net  

Sartoria Dalcuore  
His outerwear has a unique cut that earned him 
the nickname of “the tailor, non-tailor”, coined 
by his colleagues to emphasize his flair and his 
non-conformist attitude. Riviera di Chiaia, 281. 
T: 081 7645785      

Trussardi 
Originally founded as a glove factory in 1911, 
this Italian lifestyle brand subsequently went 
on to become one of the most important 
brands on the world fashion stage. Via dei 
Mille, 30. T: 081 416829 www.trussardi.com

   

JEWELLERY  
& WATCHES

   Brinkmann 
Iconic watchmakers whose name is imprinted 
on the clocks of all the cableway stations in 
Naples. Piazza Municipio, 21. T: 081 5520555 
www.brinkmann.it    

Bulgari  
The Italian creator of luxurious jewels. Via 
Filangieri, 40. T: 081 409551 www.bulgari.com  

Caramanna  
The philosophy of Caramanna’s jewellery 
is encapsulated in innovative, sought-after 
shapes, intriguing subjects and the working 
of noble materials based on timeless artisanal 
techniques. Via Cavallerizza a Chiaia, 2. T: 081 
0608740 www.caramannagioielli.it   

Damiani 
Creativity, design and entrepreneurship have 
been the hallmarks of the Damiani family for 
almost a century. Via Filangieri, 15 bis. T: 081 
405043 www.damiani.it    

Dodo Boutique 
A collection of charms created by Pomellato, 
recognized throughout the world for its jewel-
lery, designed to celebrate the small, whimsical 
feathered Dodo. Via Filangieri, 58. T: 081 
418245 www.dodo.it 

Gentile Gioielli 
High class watches and jewellery since 1900. 
Armando Gentile Gioielleria. Via Toledo, 349. 
T: 081 412711. Via Nicola Nisco, 4. T: 081 418360 
gentilegioiellinapoli@live.it 

Gioielleria Galdi  
Since 1954 the perfect place where to make an 
important choise as buy a Rolex masterpiece. 
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 183, Salerno. T: 089 
229587 www.gioielleriagaldi.it     

Giovanni Raspini  
A space extending over a surface area of 
35 sq.m in the heart of the shopping centre 
renowned for its beautifully handcrafted 
silverware. Via Bisignano, 63. T: 081 4976064 
www.raspini.it     

Ileana Della Corte 
Her motto is: “I like being elegant”. Via Carlo 
Poerio, 52/a. T: 081 7646101 www.ileanadel-
lacorte.it      

Mantovano 
On offer are items of high-class jewellery, both 
antique and modern, Sheffield silver and ob-
jets d’art. Piazza dei Martiri, 58. T: 081 418003 
www.mantovano.com  

Monetti 
High-class watchmaking and jewellery in 
Naples since 1904. Via dei Mille, 12. T: 081 
411468. Via S. Brigida, 60. T: 081 5523867 www.
monettiorologi.com   

Nappa Gioielli  
Unique jewels that combine high-end crafts-
manship with sophisticated design - aesthet-
ics. Via Filangieri, 65. T: 081 413143 www.
nappagioielli.it      

Pandora 
The wide range of Pandora jewellery offers 
a superlative mix of gift ideas for all types of 
women and occasions. Via Toledo, 322. T: 081 
4976012 www.pandora.net

PHOTOGRAPHY . PESCATORE DI 
IMMAGINI 
Fisherman of images. On display 70 black 
and white images that retrace the creative 
universe of Robert Doisneau, one of the 
most celebrated photographers of the 
twentieth century. The visitor is taken on an 
exciting walk through the truest Paris, that 
of the bistros, the clochards, the ancient 
professions, the markets of Les Halles and 
the existentialist cafés of Saint Germain des 
Prés. The favourite subjects of Doisneau's 
photographs are Parisians: women, men, 
children, lovers, animals and their way of life 
in this timeless city.

Until 3 March 

Monumental complex of San Giovanni 
Battista at Borgo Grande. Corso Umberto I, 
167. Cava dei Tirreni 

www.doisneaucavadetirreni.com 

________________________________________

ART. FROM THERE WE CAME OUT AND 
SAW THE STARS 
Site-specific installation by Turkish artist Hera 
Büyüktaşçıyan as part of Underneath the 
Arches, a contemporary art program curated 
by Chiara Pirozzi and Alessandra Troncone, 
in collaboration with the Association 
VerginiSanità. The work involves the viewer, 
making him feel like he is immersed in a 
basin of water. By reversing the perspective 
of vision, from the bottom of the water to 
the foundations of the city, the artist lets 
emerge suggestions derived from stories of 
the ancient city of Naples that blend with the 
stratifications of the aqueduct.

Until 10 March

Acquedotto Augusteo del Serino. Via 
Arena Sanità 5, Naples. T: 340 7031630 

www.verginisanita.it

WHERE SUGGESTS  
THIS MONTH'S UNMISSABLE 
DATES

www.wheretraveler.com  9

Presta 
Established in Naples in 1902. Via Filangieri, 
73. T: 081 402438 www.prestagioielli.it 

  

LEATHER &  
LUGGAGE

  Furla 
Since 1927, Furla has produced and distrib-
uted stylish, high-class, exclusively “Made-
in-Italy” bags, footwear and accessories 
throughout the globe. Via Gaetano Filangieri, 
26. T: 081 414218 www.furla.com

Louis Vuitton 
A dream, an icon and a work of art. Each Louis 
Vuitton  bag is a symbol of exemplary quality 
and outstanding savoir-faire. Via dei Mille, 2. 
T: 081 7646606 www.louisvuitton.it 

Le Zirre Napoli 
Limited Edition. Bags and accessoires. Via 
Bisignano, 68, Naples. T: 081 19177826 www.
lezirrenapoli.it  

Piquadro 
The company specializes in business and 
travel luggage, trolleys and suitcases, mainly 
in leather or hi-tech materials, a blend of 
traditional Italian craftsmanship, design, in-
novation and technology. Via Carducci, 32. T: 
081 419245  

Tramontano 
Since the very beginning, Tramontano’s 
leather goods collections, including “Made-
in-Italy” totes and accessories, have been 
manufactured exclusively in its Naples-based 
workshops. Via Chiaia, 143/144. T: 081 414837 
www.tramontano.it   

PASSION SHOPPING
  Carthusia The Perfumes of Capri 

Its fragrances have an invisible and indissolu-
bile link with Capri and what nature in Capri 
produces. Piazza San Domenico Maggiore, 
14. T: 081 5520108. Aeroporto Internazionale 
di Napoli Capodichino. T: 081 7896292 www.
carthusia.it     

Marinella 
The history of the Marinella family started 
with its founder Eugenio. It was he who 
founded the “Marinella philosophy”: more 
than a sales point, a sort of men’s club where 
human relations are based on service, cour-
tesy and respect. Riviera di Chiaia, 287. T: 081 
7644214 www.marinellanapoli.it   

M. Cilento E F.llo Dal 1780 
For more than 200 years, in addition to 
high-quality, high-end accessories, Cilento 
has offered its clientele a wide range of the 
best fabrics for clothing and shirting. Riviera 
di Chiaia, 203-204, Palazzo Ludolf. T: 081 
5513363 www.cilento1780.com – www.cravat-
tecilento.it 

Montblanc  
For a century synonymous with high-class 
writing instruments, the brand has been  
known for its timeless values including quality 
and craftsmanship. Via Filangieri, 38. T: 081 
400057 www.montblanc.com  

SHOES 
Albano 

A temple to luxury shoes: sexy sandals in 
uber-glam nuances, embellished by precious 
stones, Swarowski crystals and ultra-feminine 
details. Via Santa Caterina a Chiaia, 12. T: 081 
19568193 www.albano.it

Alberto Guardiani 
Superior quality footwear featuring a blend of 
exquisite craftsmanship, experimentation and 
painstaking attention to detail cohabit in a 
perfect mix, giving life to luxurious products. 
Via Gaetano Filangieri, 76/78. T: 081 7643884 
www.albertoguardiani.com 

Deliberti 
Style, research, design and a profound 
intuition for new trends is the byword of 
this house of shoes. Via dei Mille, 65. T: 081 
6584363 www.deliberti.it

 Dev 
Style, research, design and a profound 
intuition for new trends is the byword of 
this house of shoes. Via dei Mille, 65. T: 081 
6584363 www.deliberti.it 

Hogan 
Not only shoes but also bags, clothing and 
eyewear are sold at this exclusive boutique. 
Via Gaetano Filangieri, 33. T: 081 410156 www.
hogan.com    

Mario Valentino  
Truly innovative footwear. Several of his styles 
have even been showcased at the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York. Via Calabritto, 10. T: 
081 7644262 www.mariovalentino.it t 

Paskal  
The boutique was founded by Pasquale 
Campanile, a member of a family of time-
honoured shoemakers who began his adven-
ture in 1956 with a workshop in via Scarlatti, 
later going on to open what is now Paskal – a 
haven of finely-crafted footwear. Via dei Mille, 
83. T: 081 409466 www.pkbypaskal.it 

Rucoline 
Easy-to-wear, practical footwear that focuses, 
above all, on comfort. Via dei Mille, 27. T: 081 
419012 www.rucoline.com   

Salvatore Ferragamo 
The high quality of its footwear is guaranteed 
by attention to the construction of its lasts, 
unrivalled craftsmanship. Woman: piazza dei 
Martiri, 56. T: 081 415454. Man: piazza dei 
Martiri, 60. T: 081 412123  

Tod’s  
Tod’s offers up handmade footwear, bags, 
leather goods and accessories for men and 
women. The essence of luxury and timeless 
style. Via Calabritto, 3. T: 081 7643694 www.
tods.com   

COAST&ISLANDS
JEWELLERY  
& WATCHES

La Campanina  
Via Vittorio Emanuele, 18, Capri. T: 081 
8370643 www.lacampaninacapri.com  

Luxury shopping

The turn of the 20th century saw the opening of the first 
‘Monetti’ store at its historic headquarters in via Santa Brigida. 
Its founder Guglielmo senior, a qualified technician-
watchmaker and a far-sighted pioneer of his times, defied 
public opinion by believing in the water-resistant properties of 
Rolex watches, an intuition that resulted in the establishment 
of the Monetti-Rolex partnership, a tradition perpetuated since 
1932.   
Over time, Monetti also began selling other coveted watch 
brands and, in 1968, Giuglielmo junior began to make a 
name for himself in the world of high-class jewelry, not only 
by developing his own designs but also by partnering with 
renowned goldsmiths like Pomellato.   
Today, Monetti’s two Naples-based stores in via Dei Mille and 
via Santa Brigida are still considered a reference point in the 
city’s historical and commercial tradition. 

Monetti since 1904

www.monettiorologi.com

Via dei Mille, 12
+39 081.411468 

OPEN 
Mon 4,30pm-8pm; 
Tue-Sat 10am-1.30pm 
and 4.30pm-8pm; 
CLOSED ON Sunday 
and Monday morning

MONETTI Napoli

Via Santa Brigida, 60
+39 081.5523867

OPEN 
Mon-Fri 10am-1.15pm 
and 4pm-7.30pm; 
Sat 10am-1.15pm; 
CLOSED ON Sunday 
and Saturday afternoon 

MONETTI

MONETTI


